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Presentation
Tartaglia Arte was born in Rome in 1950 as a painting studio by artist Piero
Tartaglia, at the time known as the stage name Pierry. After a few years, young
talents got together in the studio and, under the guidance of the Maestro, each of
them developed their own personal style.
The young talents of the time are now established artists.
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Tartaglia's overwhelming passion for pictorial expression, with explosions of pure
colors and violent contrasts that give life to the canvas, gives life to the school of
disruption.
Subsequently, the artist founded the Galleries for the permanent exhibition of his
works and those of his students, directed by his son Riccardo.

The main objective of Tartaglia Arte, today an artistic organization, through
Riccardo Tartaglia, thanks to his growing experience in the art world, working in the
sector of culture and art economy, together with his team, is to define curatorial
paths, which counts the artist's production, assisting him in choosing the project's
theme, developing the entire curatorial line, supporting and developing artistic
projects in different disciplinary fields: visual arts, photography, performance, video
art and design, through exhibitions in public and private galleries , museums and
institutions, fairs, participation in events in contests and publishing editorials.
The Organizzazione Artistica Tartaglia Arte is the result of the experience of
the patron spirit, love and great passion of a man who dedicated his life to art.
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Piero Tartaglia (October 5, 1933 Civitavecchia - Rome, May 1, 2008), In 1951,
addressing the current avant-garde "The European Group", by Serge Poliakoff, with Karel
Appel, Santomaso, Albert Bitram, Lucembert, Alechinske Pierre Corneille. Attracted by
abstract and informal trends, he developed a pictorial research through territories that
do not result in a horizontal one, but develop in vertical appearances, according to the
law of gravity, where it is not necessary to test the static masses and volumes, but rather
make the maximum capacity of association and eclecticism of materials. And in your case,
even if the materials are heavy materials, Tartaglia with pragmatic lightness uses this
patchwork of colors and signs to visibly get rid of the problem of ideological comMittenza. Spatulas and brushes transmit disturbing "signs of occupation" in inescapable
forms that thicken and fragment in the three-dimensional space in which the image
unfolds and organizes its path. This is the minimum burden of the diaphragm between the
idea and its realization; it is a minimum thickness that allows a contraction between the
conceptual moment and the executive moment.
The field of the image produced takes us back to the moral, ethical sense (there is no
drama around the mutation), it is the restoration and then the reconstruction. In other
words, it is the way of superimposing an idea of the other, a truth building, an image on
top of the other, architecture as neo / objects to end the "landing" architecture disorderly
conduct "superart" of 'impossibility. Which is obviously not personal, but social and
historical. Piero Tartaglia uses this architecture is not a denunciation, moralistic, but like
using the brilliant IM-chance ability in the same possible distortion of a language, where
nothing is impossible, but everything becomes the subject of a commissioning image.
The artist tries to challenge the three-dimensional brutality of life and presents himself in
Venice, in the 70s, in Piazza San Marco, with a car body. It is a sculpture / provocation /
architecture in contrast to the Art Biennial. The Modern Movement
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it forces you to question yourself in a deviant way about your role as an artist, about
your ability to affect reality.
Piero Tartaglia's first starting point is to finalize his projects to "look". Projects that are
not simple passages, but stopping points, suspension, "traps" of visions, capable of
arousing ecstasy and pleasure. Therefore, "disintegration" is an architectural creature by
Piero Tartaglia; he is the founder and leader of the world responsible for the
reconstruction of the values built and to be built.
To conclude, Mestre's work somehow marks the "point of impossibility" of building the
limit of that impossibility. And that is why there may be a new interest starting from
works like yours, placed in the conclusion of the impossibility, the renunciation of the
material project. Its architecture has this capacity for the sudden image, as a revelation, as
an apparition. Appearance of a visual language that uses color conventions to give
verticality to architectural structures imbued with the balance between natural and
artificial, between nature and language, between superstructure and history. Things that
all architects must carry within themselves.

L’artista Piero Tartaglia

OBJECTIVE Exhibition

“Ognuno il suo stile”...
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“Ognuno il suo stile...” This year, now in its 11th edition, is a
project conceived by the Tartaglia Arte artistic organization in
Rome, which has emerged since 2011, being born in its offices and
continuing in different places, such as galleries, museums and
cultural centers in cities in different countries, until now Italy,
France, Germany. , China and Brazil. In line with the style that
distinguishes him, planning over the years the search for valid
contemporary artists, with an always attentive eye, with special
attention to the generational tendencies linked to new languages,
managed to select, over the years, several authors who will be
supported by international artists also from other circuits, to
confirm the dynamism that guarantees a vast and innovative
proposal. The selection of original works, by technique and style,
leads to cultural enrichment and the constant updating of
contemporary artistic innovations.
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Approximately 60 international artists from different countries will
participate, each of them exhibiting a medium or large work (for
works with a maximum width of 180 cm x height 300 cm. Space
for installation or sculpture area 200 x 200 cm) one occasion
which he considers most representative on the theme “Limpeza
dos mares” (cleaning the seas), a serious problem that affects the
whole world. An opportunity to denounce, with a work of art, and
warn people about the importance of conservation and also the
abandonment of waste in our seas, rivers, lakes, ponds and dams.
Different styles and techniques, this guarantees a multiplicity of
artistic expressions, such as: painting, sculpture, installation, video,
photography and performance that put visitors in a kaleidoscope
of styles, materials and colors.

Exposure
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Collaboration
The idea of the exhibition was designed by Tartaglia Arte, thanks to the
collaboration of the private association ACATMAR.
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In 2014, Acatmar started the Mar Limpo project, focused on points of
great concentration of speedboats, fishing boats and beaches. In order to
develop nautical activity throughout the coast of Santa Catarina, the entity
has its contemporary aspect focused not only on the sea, but also on
rivers, lagoons and potential dams for the sector. The initiative brought
together government, volunteers and boat enthusiasts to remove waste
from the bottom of coastal waters, with surprising results. Since then, after
twenty-two stages, the action has represented more than 103.2 tons of
solid waste collected by divers on various beaches and islands off the
coast.
OUR VISION
Our waters are our greatest asset, which we must preserve as much as
possible. Its conscious use with nautical activities and equipment brings
employment, income and also brings human beings closer together, be it
rivers, lakes, ponds, dams or the sea. However, we want to warn that
sustainability is the key word in these actions.

Collaboration
OUR OBJECTIVE
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The Clean Sea Project Acatmar aims to alert people about the importance
of preservation and also about the neglect with which our waters have
been explored. Bringing public authorities, companies and volunteers
together in this objective and disseminating the results is the best way so
that, in the future, we no longer need this program.
OUR PROPOSAL
Unite everyone for the preservation of marine life and conscious
navigation. The Clean Sea Project also aims to make children and adults
aware of inconsequential actions that, isolated, may not represent so many
losses, but over time they leave our coast depredated. Actions to remove
residues from the bottom of the waters and lectures in schools are
essential for us to achieve the excellence we seek.
www.acatmar.com.br/ - www.limpezadosmares.com/

Limpeza dos mares
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click here to view the video on an external website

Location
Centro Cultural Correios di Rio de Janeiro
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The building was opened in 1922. The architectural lines of the facade, in an eclectic
style, characterize the building of the beginning of the century, built to host a Lloyd
Brasileiro school. But this did not happen and the building was used, for more than
50 years, for the functioning of administrative and operational units of the Post
Office. In the 1980s, the property was deactivated for renovations, being reopened
on June 2, 1992, partially restored, to receive the "Ecological Exhibition 92", an
event on the calendar of the United Nations Conference on the Environment - RIO
92.
The official inauguration of the Centro Cultural Correios took place in August of
the following year, with the World Philately Exhibition - Brasiliana 93. Since then, the
Centro Cultural Correios has marked the institution's presence in the city with the
promotion of events in different areas, such as theater, video, music, visual arts,
cinema and other activities aimed at integrating the population of Rio with different
forms of artistic expression. Its facilities, suitable for carrying out a diverse program,
fully occupy the 3,480 m2 of the building area. The Correios Rio de Janeiro Cultural
Center has three floors connected by an elevator, also from the beginning of the
century, from where you can have a panoramic view of the entire internal
environment. On the ground floor, the 320 m² theater with capacity for 200 people
is located.

Also on the ground floor there is an Art Gallery for small exhibitions. On the
second and third floors, ten exhibition rooms are located, with infrastructure and
lighting suitable for large events. At the back of the Art Gallery is the JK Agency,
which offers Post Office and convenience services, open from Tuesday to Sunday,
from noon to 7 pm. The Correios Cultural Center also has a Bistro, which operates
during the hours of the events.
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Praça dos Correios - an approximate area of 1,300 m² outdoors, with a water
mirror and the support of an acoustic shell, which can receive a large audience for
open-air events. The Correios Cultural Center, on an annual average, receives
400,000 visitors and promotes about 50 events, with varied attractions of theater,
music, dance, cinema and video, in addition to exhibitions of various types of art.

The exhibition rooms:

The exhibition will be installed on the second floor of the Centro Cultural
Correios building, in an area of 3 large and elegant exhibition rooms with
parguet flooring for a total of 615 m2,
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Dates and address
Participation period: end of September2023
exhibition montage: from 17 to 20 December 2023
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opening: 21 december at 5.00 pm
duration of the exhibition: 21 december - 24 February 2024
Address: Centro Cultural Correios

Rua Visconde de Itaboraí, 20 - 20010-976 - Rio de Janeiro – RJ
Opening hours: Tuesday to Sunday, from 12:00 to 19:00.
Free entrance

Service and communication
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Curator and exhibition responsibility,



Direct local journalistic communication in all newspapers, radio, TV and social forum;



Publication of the online sales page on the official website of Tartagliaarte;



Disclosure of an event from the social forum and newsletter from Tartaglia Arte's
international client package;



Graphic design, printing and dissemination of 2000 invitations (format 15 x 21 cm, 4/4 cores, top sheet 350g), of which 600 invitations managed by post office;



Graphic design and color printing of 3/4/4 of 440 g / m2 (external dimension of 134x299
cm, external of 80x182 cm, internal of 260x80 cm);



Graphic design and printing of texts on adhesive paper for exhibition walls;



Official photos and videos of the inaugural event;



Real Virtual Tour 3D - from real to virtual, with video, mp4 for broadcasting on national
networks, tags within the virtual tour with description, photo or video., Link to Google
maps, which allows navigation of the virtual tour directly on google maps and space
registration:



A4 size catalog 80 pages in bilingual (on request) necessary for a professional presentation
for art collectors and investors.



during the exhibition there will be conferences, debates, interviews and television images
about the Mares Limpos initiative. The students of the school will be invited to visit the
exhibition and the topics covered in organized visits

References and contacts
Organizzazione Artistica Tartaglia Arte de Roma

curators
Riccardo Tartaglia - Whatsapp +39 348 6622952 – Tel. +55 21 965 882 653 - skype
riccardo tartaglia – Facebook – Instagram – Linkedin - Twitter –
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Regina Nobrez - Tel. +55 48 984635707– WhatsApp +55 48 984635707 - Facebook
- Instagram - LinkedIn
Cooperation:
Mariangela Mutti
Press office:
Paula Ramagem
Email: info@tartagliaarte.org
Siti: tartagliaarte.org

Contemporary art exhibition project
tartagliaarte.org

